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New Stakeholders Bring Varied Backgrounds to BEST Human Capital & Advisory Group 
 
Retained Executive Search and Human Resource Advisory Group Enthusiastically Expands Firm 
 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN – October 5, 2018 – Join BEST Human Capital 
& Advisory Group in welcoming Nancy Hintz and Ben Molenda 
to the BEST team.  The addition of Nancy and Ben builds on the 
exceptional value that BEST delivers to clients. 
 
Nancy Hintz has over two decades of diverse experience in 
chemical, biotechnology, manufacturing, and non-profit sectors.  
She is the co-founder of the Indianapolis based non-profit 
“Million Meal Movement,” which feeds the hungry and teaches 
the importance of volunteerism.  Nancy’s broad base of 
knowledge helps serve an array of clients in identifying top 
executive leadership.  According to Nancy, “Clients need more 
than just candidates.  They need solutions.  I strive to help my 
clients identify the right solutions by listening to their needs, 
utilizing behavioral-based assessments and asking the right questions.”  
 
Ben Molenda joined BEST as a Junior Advisor (intern) in May 
2018 and has been promoted to a Human Capital Advisor.  Ben 
will be graduating from the School of Public and Environmental 
Affairs at Indiana University in December 2018.  Ben is a strong 
contributor; involved in business analysis, client intake, 
candidate assessments and pre-and post-screening.  He has 
written for the BEST Blog and brings a unique and exuberant 
perspective to BEST and their client partners.  
 
Nancy and Ben both have abundant track records of 
outperforming standards and promoting excellent 
communication lines to build lasting relationships that benefits 
any entity with which they conduct business.  



 

 

 
 

 
About BEST:  As executive leadership search specialists headquartered in the Fort Benjamin Harrison 
area of Indianapolis, IN, BEST is poised to assist middle market companies in addressing critical human 
resource challenges.  Our stakeholders are seasoned professionals who have experience with World-
Class candidate selection techniques along with utilizing their proprietary BEST BehaviorsÒ assessment 
model.  BEST provides human capital advisory support, allowing leadership teams to focus on 
priorities, get clear on issues and become healthier organizations.  BEST Advisory Services include:  
HR Audits, Succession Planning, Retention Strategies and Crisis Management professionals. 


